The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationship between cardiac tissue structure, applied electric eld and the transmembrane potential induced in the process of de brillation. It outlines a general understanding of the structural mechanisms that contribute to the outcome of a de brillation shock.
Introduction
Cardiac brillation is disorganized electrical behavior of the heart, and its consequence is the loss of coordinated muscle contraction. Electrical de brillation by timely application of a strong electric shock to the heart has long been used as an e ective therapy for this otherwise lethal disturbance of cardiac rhythm. This technique, as accomplished by automatic, implantable devices, is now recognized as one of the most important means for prevention of sudden cardiac death. Despite the critical role that de brillation technique plays, the basic mechanisms by which electrical shocks halt life-threatening arrhythmias are not well understood.
De brillation can be viewed as a two-phase process. First, the exogenous current traverses the myocardium causing changes in transmembrane potential. Second, this shock-induced polarization across the membrane invokes active membrane behavior eventually resulting in termination of the brillation wavefronts. The second phase has been targeted by the majority of de brillation research e ort for many years (see 1, 2] for review), culminating in several hypotheses currently under investigation: the critical mass hypothesis 3, 4], the upper limit of vulnerability hypothesis 5, 6, 7] , and the extension of refractoriness hypothesis 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . Whichever mechanisms of extinguishing brillation wavefronts are true, all of them imply that a certain change in transmembrane potential should be rst created in all, or in a critical mass, of the myocardium. This testi es to the importance of understanding how change in transmembrane potential is established by the interaction of applied electrical current with cardiac tissue structure.
Experimental observations of the transmembrane potential changes in a single cardiac ber in which current is injected at one end and withdrawn from the other report hyperpolarization and depolarization at opposite ends of the ber 13]; this e ect has been also predicted by the models of the continuous (core-conductor) ber behavior (reviewed in 14]). The polarization at the ber ends is associated with the pathway the current follows through the ber structure. At one end, the current redistributes from the extracellular space, in which it is initially delivered, into the intracellular space in proportion to the respective conductivities in these domains; the opposite e ect occurs at the other end where current is withdrawn from the ber. Due to the high resistance of the cell membrane, current redistribution takes place over a distance of a few length constants 15] . It induces local changes in the transmembrane potential at the ber ends that decay exponentially with the distance along the ber 14]. This surface polarization is also well documented in the heart: it occurs around the the catheters during transvenous de brillation, and in the epicardial layer upon delivery of external shocks 16, 17, 18, 19] . However, since the heart wall is more than a few length constants thick, there is, clearly, a large bulk of (distant) tissue the polarization of which cannot be attributed to the above mechanism.
The attempt to understand how the external current induces change in transmembrane potential in the tissue bulk has crystalized into two views on the issue as outlined below.
Modeling passive current injection in a single multicellular cardiac ber Plonsey and Barr 20, 21] and Krassowska and co-workers 22, 23] observed that the passage of current through the sites of cellular discontinuity (gap-junction resistances) causes each cardiac cell to be depolarized at one end and hyperpolarized at the other. The transmembrane potential distribution thus exhibits a characteristic \sawtooth" appearance throughout the tissue. This single ber modeling result has been extrapolated to represent the be-havior of the complex cardiac tissue, and the gap junctions were granted the status of primary cause for change in transmembrane potential in the distant myocardium 23]. This theoretical concept was further advanced by Pumir and Krinsky 24, 25, 26, 27] , Keener 28, 29, 30] , Fishler 31, 32] , and their co-workers. The predicted sawtooth transmembrane potential distribution is consistent with the response of an isolated cell to an external electric eld. Indeed, numerous theoretical 33, 34, 35, 36] and experimental studies 37, 38, 39] document such electric e ects at the ends of a single cell. The predicted oscillatory changes in membrane polarization are also in agreement with some indirect experimental ndings in the heart 40], and have been employed to explain experimental observations 10, 41] . However, e orts to directly measure transmembrane potential variations across a single cell within intact cardiac tissue were not successful 42]. Recently, a high-resolution optical study on cultured monolayers of ventricular myocytes by Gillis and co-workers 43] concluded that no major gradients in transmembrane potential occur across cell borders, thus casting doubt on the \sawtooth" as the primary mechanism underlying the shock-induced transmembrane potential changes during the de brillation shock.
An alternative view on the distribution of shock-induced membrane polarization in the tissue bulk comes from the bidomain model, which is, in essence, a macroscopic threedimensional cable representation of the ber-like myocardial structure 14, 44] . Studies employing the bidomain model have predicted that the shock current hyper-and depolarizes cardiac tissue throughout regions of extent much larger than the size of a myocyte 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] (see also review by Roth and Wikswo 50]). Direct transmembrane potential measurements provided irrefutable evidence of the existence of such large-scale membrane polarization in the tissue bulk, and thus, of the involvement of the (macroscopic) brous tissue structure in the process of de brillation. These recordings were performed with optical systems that measure voltage-dependent uorescence of potentiometric dyes. Knisley and co-workers 51, 52] recorded the transmembrane potential changes in an arterially perfused rabbit epicardial layer and demonstrated that away from the electrode (2:4 ? 9mm) hyperpolarization was produced by cathodal stimulation and vice versa. The study of Zhou and co-workers 53] documented that shocks of both polarities could induce signi cant hyper-or depolarizations that might extend in the entire region between the electrodes. Complex macroscopic spatial distribution of the transmembrane potential emerged from measurements reported by Dillon 10], Kwaku and Dillon 54], and Neunlist and Tung 55, 56] . The exact mechanisms by which the macroscopic brous organization of the myocardium interacts with the external current to induce large-scale membrane polarization in the tissue bulk remain, however, largely unexplored.
The present article provides an overview of our theoretical understanding of the relationship between cardiac tissue structure, applied electric eld and transmembrane potential induced in the process of de brillation. It draws from numerous published 46, 47, 57, 58, 59, 60] and unpublished simulation studies of ours. The role of tissue structure in de brillation is deduced from passive tissue responses and responses of active tissue in diastole to the shock, as well as from the dynamics of the interaction of the de brillation shock with existent reentrant circuits.
Insights from Passive Tissue Responses
Passive tissue responses are modeled by assuming linear membrane behavior, i.e. the membrane is represented by an RC-circuit. The bene t of this assumption could be enormous since it ensures computational simplicity, and even tractability in realistic models of cardiac structure. Due to the fact that active membrane processes are not crucial to the exogenous current ow through myocardial pathways during the initial stage of the de brillation process, passive tissue models are well suited for examining the establishment of membrane polarization in the tissue. However, it is important to be able to experimentally verify the predictions of passive tissue modeling studies. This is a non-trivial problem since de brillation is a timeevolving event with interdependent processes and extracting the passive tissue response might be di cult. Fortunately, recent work has con rmed that passive membrane behavior during de brillation can be satisfactory matched in an experimental setting: delivery of de brillation shocks during the plateau of a paced activation ensures that active membrane responses are (partially) suppressed and passive tissue behavior is revealed 51, 52, 53] . Thus, the distribution of membrane polarization induced in the myocardium by the de brillation shock can be measured, testifying to the predictive power of passive tissue models.
Classi cation of syncytial structural mechanisms
The most important structural feature of the myocardium is its syncytial structural organization. In numerous simulation studies of ours we have examined the distribution of transmembrane potential in the passive myocardium 46, 47, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61] for various electrode con gurations and emphasized various aspects of the tissue brous organization. Based on this research and research by others 45, 48, 49, 62, 63] , we have formulated an understanding of the relationship between (macroscopic) brous structure and shock-induced membrane polarization in the myocardial syncytium. This is now discussed in detail 1 
.
The syncytial brous structure of the myocardium gives rise to transmembrane potential changes over regions containing many cells. We classify this large-scale polarization as surface polarization and polarization in the tissue bulk since each is governed by di erent mechanisms. The mechanisms for the two types of polarization are examined below.
Surface polarization
If an electrode con guration generates uniform electric eld in a tissue consisting of uniformly distributed straight bers, then each ber \receives" the same portion of external current and behaves in the same core-conductor (cable) fashion. Current redistribution between the intraand extracellular spaces in proportion to the respective conductivities in these domains takes place at the surface of the tissue. It results in vast changes in transmembrane potential { surface polarization { which falls o exponentially to zero over about three to ve length constants away from the surface 2 . Surface polarization arising under the conditions of a uniform applied eld is a well-studied and well-understood concept 13, 14].
Membrane polarization in the tissue bulk
One of the most important aspects of the syncytial nature of cardiac muscle is its ability to conduct current in all directions both intra-and extracellularly. Due to the high resistance of the sarcolemma and because individual cells form ber-like arrays, the bulk macroscopic conductivity of the myocardium is anisotropic in both intra-and extracellular spaces. Experimental measurements indicate that the ratio of longitudinal to transverse conductivity is much higher intracellularly (9:1) than extracellularly (3:1) 64]. We believe that the unequal anisotropy ratios in cardiac conductivities are the substrate for polarization in the tissue bulk. The existence of unequal anisotropy ratios in cardiac tissue is, however, a necessary but not a su cient condition for macroscopic polarization of the myocardium. We believe that transmembrane potential changes in the tissue bulk occur because: the extracellular electric eld established in the brous tissue by de brillation electrodes is spatially non-uniform (condition 1), and/or ber orientation changes in space (condition 2).
These two su cient conditions for membrane polarization in the tissue bulk could be formulated jointly in a single condition as the change in bers' spatial orientation with respect to the local eld, however, for reasons of clarity we prefer to consider each of them separately. These considerations are presented below. Condition 1. Each set of de brillation electrodes is characterized by a certain shape, size and separation between the leads. The electrode set creates, even in a homogeneous conducting medium, an electric eld which is, in general, intrinsically non-uniform in space (i.e., the components of the potential gradient change in space). Similarly, the extracellular eld established in cardiac tissue by the same electrode con guration is spatially non-uniform. In the tissue this is readily re ected in the current ow which changes magnitude along the pathways of bers. Consequently, a current redistribution between the intra-and extracellular spaces takes place over the region of extracellular eld non-uniformity and creates changes in transmembrane potential. However, the very interior of the myocardium is not a ected by this mechanism since the eld far from the electrodes becomes nearly uniform regardless of the particular electrode con guration. Fig.1 is an illustration of such membrane polarization in the tissue bulk. It represents bipolar steady-state injection of de brillation-strength current in a collection of straight bers represented as a bidomain of unequal anisotropy ratios. The pattern of transmembrane potential is consistent with previous studies by Sepulveda and co-workers 45]. It incorporates a region of depolarization around the cathode of complicated (\dogbone") spatial form, and an adjacent region of hyperpolarization located along the ber direction at a distance away from the cathode. The reverse electrical behavior of the passive tissue is observed in the vicinity of the anode. The regions of hyperpolarization associated with the cathode and vice versa can be attributed to the mechanism discussed here; indeed, point sources establish strongly non-uniform potential eld. The region between the electrodes is a ected the least { the eld assumes spatial uniformity there. These regions of alternating membrane polarity in the tissue assume signi cant magnitude of the transmembrane potential only for de brillation-strength applied currents.
Condition 2.
Individual bers (1) follow curved pathways in the heart 65, 66], and (2) the ber direction rotates across the ventricular wall 65]. The external current perpetually encounters these changes in ber spatial orientation and engages in redistribution between the intra-and extracellular domains throughout the tissue thus creating changes in transmembrane potential. This polarization mechanism can be isolated by subjecting cardiac muscle to a uniform applied eld, thus avoiding the intrinsic non-uniformity in extracellular potential eld associated with the electrode con guration. How does this mechanism work? First, ber curvature establishes variations in the current magnitude along bers' pathways. The concept is illustrated in Fig.2 through the example of a single ber. Because of curvature, the magnitude of the external current owing along the ber membrane is di erent at every point, thus preventing equilibration between intra-and extracellular currents (in proportion to the respective conductivities) and causing continuous current redistribution and consequently, transmembrane potential excursions. Second, ber rotation across the wall \fans out" the preferred current pathways from layer to layer. Therefore, intra-and extracellular current components of varying-in-depth magnitude ow across layers and cause continuous current redistribution across the membrane and thus, membrane polarization. Transmembrane potential excursions due to the change-in-ber-orientation mechanism could exist throughout the myocardium. In the immediate vicinity of the electrodes these could be, however, masked by the much larger surface polarization.
The massive depolarization of about 15 to 40mV that occupies most of the tissue interior in Fig.3 is an illustration of membrane polarization associated with ber curvature. The model preparation is a two-dimensional myocardial slice represented as a bidomain of unequal anisotropy ratios, and is subjected to a steady-state de brillation-strength (8V=cm) uniform applied eld created by the line electrodes at opposite tissue boundaries (cathode is on the left, anode is on the right). The bers are parallel to each other and have a constant curvature, i.e., each ber is an arc from the same circle. They are uniformly convex with respect to cathode and concave with respect to anode. The ber orientation is symmetrical with respect to a horizontal line through the middle of the tissue that is perpendicular to the electrodes. As evident from the contour plot, the pattern of transmembrane potential exhibits two suprathreshold areas (assuming 20mV above rest as the activation threshold): one close to the cathode, and another away from the cathode having a \kidney-like" shape. This example clearly demonstrates the contribution of ber curvature to membrane polarization in the tissue bulk.
Further, we conducted a three-dimensional simulation study of the membrane polarization induced in a cube of myocardium the top surface of which was characterized with the same ber curvature as in Fig.3 . The three-dimensionality of the problem allowed us to incorporate also 120 degrees of ber rotation through the depth of the cube. The tissue was subjected to a uniform electric eld such that the tissue/ eld con guration of the top layer of the cube corresponded to the model geometry in Fig.3 . Thus, by comparing the patterns of transmembrane potential at the top layer and at the layers in depth we could observe the change in membrane polarization due solely to ber rotation in depth (patterns not shown here). The analysis of the data showed that transmural ber rotation a ects the spatial distribution of transmembrane potential in the myocardium with the most obvious e ect being the rotation of the oppositely polarized regions as one moves away from the top layer of the cube.
Analytical approach to description of syncytial mechanisms
The illustrative examples of various mechanisms for membrane polarization presented in the chapter above employed the bidomain model of cardiac tissue. The following facts render the bidomain model the most appropriate modeling tool in examining the electrical behavior of cardiac tissue: (i) it is based on known electrophysiological evidence of the syncytial nature of cardiac tissue and the recognition of tissue structure as consisting of two distinct domains, intra-and extracellular, (ii) it incorporates all essential features of the brous tissue organization as well as the physical principles of current ow in conductive media 44], (iii) it has been rigorously derived using formal techniques of homogenization of media consisting of interconnected cells 67], and (iv) predictions by the bidomain model have been con rmed experimentally 51, 52, 55, 56, 68] . Thus, we will analyze analytically the mechanisms for membrane polarization in terms of the di erential equations governing the cardiac bidomain.
Under steady-state conditions and for passive membrane behavior, the coupled di erential equations governing the intra-and extracellular potentials induced in the cardiac bidomain by the external current have the following general form 14, 44]: r ĝ e r e = ? G m V m ? I ext (1) r ĝi r i = G m V m (2) where i and e are the intracellular (subscript i) and extracellular (subscript e) potentials.
The transmembrane potential is the di erence V m = i ? e , and I ext is the applied current.
In eqs. (1) and (2),ĝ i andĝ e are the (bidomain) conductivity tensors in the intra-and extracellular spaces, is the ratio of membrane surface area to tissue volume, and G m is the speci c membrane conductance of the passive tissue (a constant). In a model tissue preparation with changing ber orientation, although the intrinsic longitudinal and transverse conductivities of a ber (and its associated extracellular space) remain constant as the ber bends, the global conductivities (with respect to a xed coordinate system) in the tissue change from point to point. It is the latter conductivities that participate in the equations above. In a two-dimensional preparation 3 , the relationship between the global tissue conductivities and the ones intrinsic to a ber is given by the following expressions: (3) whereR is a matrix re ecting the local change in ber orientation R = cos ? sin sin cos ; (4) andR ?1 is its inverse. is the local angle between the ber direction and the x-axis; it changes throughout the tissue. g i l , g e l , g i t and g e t denote the intrinsic longitudinal (subscript l) and transverse (subscript t) conductivities of a ber. Note that the same angle is used in the expressions for the intra-and extracellular conductivity tensors. This is due to the fact that following ber tracts, both intra-and extracellular current pathways change spatial orientation in the same manner.
Eqs. (1) and (2) (5) The following observations may be made in analyzing this equation:
It contains terms with derivatives of the global bidomain conductivities (the last three rows of eq.5). The derivatives re ect changes in ber spatial orientation. Thus, these terms contribute to V m only when the bers twist and turn. The sharper the bending, the larger the \g" derivatives, and thus, the larger the magnitude of the transmembrane potential. If the bers were straight, then, in each domain, the conductivity tensor would reduce to the two intrinsic conductivity values, g l and g t . In this case all terms containing conductivity derivatives vanish and do not contribute to V m .
In the case when the ber orientation does not change, eq. (5) (6) Both terms on the second line of the left hand-side of eq.(6) contain second spatial derivatives of the extracellular potential e . These terms are responsible for membrane polarization in regions over which the extracellular potential gradient is spatially nonuniform (owing to the electrode con guration). The magnitude of this polarization is directly related to the degree of non-uniformity in extracellular potential gradient, i.e. to the magnitudes of the second spatial derivatives of e . If the electrodes would create a spatially even distribution of the extracellular potential eld, then the terms containing e in the above equation would vanish. This explains the lack of polarization in the tissue bulk when a group of straight bers of realistic intrinsic conductivities is subjected to a uniform current ow 57].
If the bers are straight and the de brillation electrodes establish a spatially uniform extracellular eld in the tissue, the equation governing the shock-induced polarization (eq.5) reduces to: 
It is the intrinsic conductivities that are characterized with unequal anisotropy ratios 64]. However, if the anisotropy ratios were equal, i.e. g i l =g e l = g i t =g e t , then all terms containing the extracellular potential e in eq.(5) will vanish. Regardless of the fact that there is a spatial inhomogeneity in the extracellular potential gradient established by the electrode con guration, or that ber orientation changes in space, the myocardium would not be polarized away from the sources or the surface. This observation supports the statement that the unequal anisotropy ratios in cardiac conductivities are a necessary condition for membrane polarization in the tissue bulk. However, their existence is not a su cient condition, since a non-uniformity in the extracellular potential gradient, or a change in the ber spatial orientation is additionally needed in order that polarization is induced in the tissue bulk. Surface polarization as represented by eq. (7) is not a ected by the anisotropy ratios. Whether they are equal or unequal, this polarization is present. This feature of surface polarization is what distinguishes it from polarization in the tissue bulk in the classi cation presented in Chapter 2.1.
The membrane polarization associated with the interface between tissue and external bath (volume conductor) such as blood, perfuseate, etc. deserves special attention here. Stimulation electrodes placed in the external bath or at the tissue/bath interface are widely used in practice, in both experiments and in implanted devices. During stimulation and de brillation, part of the current delivered to the tissue by the extracellular electrodes enters the lowresistance bath which is continuous with the extracellular space. Once in the bath, this current reenters the tissue through the tissue/bath interface. Or equivalently, the tissue/bath interface acts as a distributed secondary source of current 69] in addition to the primary source { the electrodes. The secondary sources are located on the tissue/bath interface. Thus, the membrane polarization at the tissue borders is a superposition of the tissue response to the primary (electrodes) and the secondary sources. The transmembrane potential associated solely with the tissue/bath interface decays exponentially with the distance away from the source, and belongs to the overall category of surface polarization.
In a simulation study of ours 60] we examined the e ect of the tissue/bath interface on membrane polarization. We found that the magnitude of the secondary sources depends on the amount of current drawn from the stimulation electrodes into the volume conductor (rather than into the tissue), which, in turn, depends on the extent of the volume conductor and what is the electrode site with respect to the tissue/bath interface. The impact of the medium bathing the myocardium on the pattern of shock-induced membrane polarization does not, however, amount only to the additional response of the tissue to the secondary sources. Due to the presence of the low-resistance volume conductor, the e ective magnitude of the primary sources also decreases. Of the total amount of current delivered by the electrodes, only a portion is now available for polarizing the tissue as a primary source. Thus, the magnitude and the pattern of the \primary" transmembrane potential distribution is also altered by the presence of the external conducting medium.
Interplay of syncytial mechanisms
The combined e ect of the syncytial mechanisms for membrane polarization in the myocardium, both at the surface and in the tissue bulk can be examined by evaluating the transmembrane potential in a model preparation that accurately represents the brous cardiac tissue structure and geometry. The most realistic mathematical description of cardiac structure to date is the Auckland University geometrical model of the canine ventricles 70, 71] . This model incorporates anatomically-based geometric data collected by manually slicing an excised dog heart and digitizing the myocardial surfaces. It also includes quanti ed ber orientation at a large number of points throughout the ventricular myocardium. The data are tted by a set of numerical parameters. In a modeling study of ours 58] a slice through the ventricular myocardium surrounding both cavities was extracted from this heart model. The slice is characterized by a set of ber directions (Fig.4) shown as dots and dashes. Long dashes indicate bers in the plane of the slice, while dots represent ber directions perpendicular to the slice. The rotation of the bers through the ventricular wall is evident from the change in dash length between endocardium and epicardium. The myocardial slice is represented as a bidomain with anisotropic (unequal anisotropy ratios) conductivities in the intra-and extracellular spaces; the region within the ventricles is assumed to have the conductivity of blood. Although two-dimensional, this tissue representation clearly incorporates elements of the brous cardiac structure essential to the global shock-induced polarization in the tissue.
The transmembrane potential distribution in the slice was calculated for various de brillation electrode systems 58]. An example of the induced steady-state membrane polarization is shown in Fig.5 . The electrode locations are shown in the inset. Membrane polarization is present not only close to the electrodes and the tissue borders but throughout the myocardium. The \islands" of depolarization and hyperpolarization are the results of the interaction between ber orientation and applied electric eld.
Although in reality the formation of regions of membrane hyper-and depolarization throughout the myocardium by the applied eld incorporates an initial transient phase, a steady-state membrane polarization is achieved or almost achieved by the end of a 10ms debrillation pulse. This is due to the fact that typical values for the membrane time constant are in the range of 1 to 3:5ms 72]. Therefore, the steady-state pattern of membrane polarization shown here and also in Figs.1, 3 and represents the maximum induced membrane polarization during a de brillation shock.
The pattern of polarization in the slice (Fig. 5 ) also demonstrates that due to the speci c interaction between tissue structure and electric eld, the amount of area depolarized by the shock is not equal to the hyperpolarized area. In fact, the same observation can be clearly made from Fig.3 . Thus, the change in shock polarity will reverse the areas of depolarization and hyperpolarization. Assuming that de brillation threshold correlates with the amount of myocardium depolarized, then the dependence of the amount of myocardium depolarized on the shock polarity provides insight into the reported di erences in de brillation event upon reversal of shock polarity 73, 74, 75].
Other (secondary) structural mechanisms
The syncytial mechanisms for membrane polarization as examined in Chapters 2.1 and 2.2 represent the generalized core-conductor behavior of the tissue, i.e. its response to an external stimulus as a collection of bers in a volume conductor (the interstitium). The tissue structure that gives rise to these mechanisms is homogeneous: the local (associated with a ber in the tissue) conductivities, although anisotropic in both domains, remain constant throughout the tissue. The constancy of the local conductivities implies not only the absence of resistive inhomogeneities in the tissue, but also constant ber radius and constant intra-and extracellular volume fractions.
Real cardiac tissue, however, incorporates considerable structural inhomogeneity. Although possibly having minimal e ect on de brillation, gap junctions disrupt the resistive homogeneity of the intracellular continuum. Discontinuity between bundles and sheets of bers 76], blood vessels, patches of fat or collagen are present in the extracellular space. Further, the intracellular tissue volume exhibits about 5% change 76] throughout the tissue which indicates macroscopic anastomosis. All the resistive inhomogeneities e ectively change the bulk (bidomain) tissue conductivities in the respective areas. The changes in tissue volumes are also re ected in the bulk conductivities due to the fact that the g's in eq. (5) contain the volume fractions of the intra-and extracellular spaces 44].
Examining eq. (5), one concludes that even for straight bers in a uniform applied eld, membrane polarization will be established by the tissue inhomogeneities through the derivatives of the global conductivities (the last three rows in eq.5). Further, even if the tissue would be hypothetically of equal anisotropy ratios, the inhomogeneities will disrupt the equal anisotropy ratios thus causing polarization locally via the terms in eq. (5) ( rst row) that contain derivatives of e ; the scaling factors in front of these terms will be no longer zeros. Therefore, changes in transmembrane potential due to the inhomogeneities in tissue structure exist regardless of ber orientation, electrode con guration, or anisotropy ratios in the myocardium. Throughout the tissue, this polarization is superimposed over the membrane polarization associated with the syncytial mechanisms described in Chapter 2.1. An example of how the transmembrane pattern induced by two point sources is modulated by the junctional inhomogeneities at cell ends is shown in Fig.6 59] . The transmembrane potential oscillates around the baseline in both directions at every cell end. The largest magnitude of these oscillations, 7:9mV , is found around the middle of the preparation, the furthest from the sources, while the large-scale transmembrane potential excursions due to the syncytial mechanisms reach over 60mV in the tissue interior.
Transmembrane potential changes above the diastolic threshold for excitation that arise from large clefts in the tissue have been recorded experimentally in neonatal myocyte monolayers 43]. Surgical incisions in the tissue have also been documented to induce hyper-and depolarizations around the lesion 77] thus demonstrating the possible role of abrupt changes in tissue conductivity in the process of de brillation. 3 The active response of tissue in diastole to a de brillation shock
The passive membrane polarization examined in Chapter 2 predicts well the areas of direct hyper-and depolarization (the virtual electrodes) formed in cardiac tissue during the de brillation shock. Aided by simulations of the steady-state passive tissue response, we now understand the interaction between cardiac structure and applied electric eld, and thus, the mechanisms that give rise to regions of shock-induced alternating membrane polarization in the myocardium. However, once formed, the suprathreshold depolarized regions becomes volume sources from the surfaces of which wavefronts emanate. In contrast, the hyperpolarized regions become barriers to propagation. Thus, to fully understand the tissue response to the de brillation shock, one needs to examine, as a next step, the wavefronts generation, propagation and interaction following the formation of the virtual electrodes.
To be able to explore the active tissue response to the de brillation shock, one needs to be equipped with a membrane model that permits the application of strong hyper-and depolarizing stimuli. The majority of the existing ventricular tissue membrane models have been derived from voltage-clamp experiments that cover mostly the voltage range of a normal action potential. Thus, the membrane models \blow up" when subjected to high-magnitude external stimuli under the de brillation electrodes. A possible remedy of the problem was o ered by Roth 49, 78] who linearized, for high negative voltages, the two potassium currents, the inward recti er and the time-dependent current in the Beeler-Reuter model.
In our studies of the active tissue response to the de brillation shock we adopted another approach. First, we used the Drouhard-Roberge modi cation of the Beeler-Reuter model 79] (BRDR model). In the original BRDR model, for points located under the electrodes the values of the m;h and m;h rate constants grew exponentially outside the range of -85 to 100mV causing instability and producing physically meaningless values for the probabilities of sodium gates opening and closing at these points. We revised the BRDR model by ensuring the sodium activation gates remained closed (m=0) for V m < ?85mV and open (m=1) for V m > 100mV . The sodium inactivation gate assumed a value of one for V m < ?85mV .
Thus, we were able to achieve numerical stability of our transmembrane potential solutions for high strengths of the shock.
Presented below are studies of the active tissue responses after the shock. In the rst study, a two-dimensional sheet of straight bers (represented as a bidomain of unequal anisotropy ratios) in diastole was subjected to bipolar stimulation, thus examining the wavefront patterns associated with shock-induced membrane polarization as described in Fig. 1 . The shock was monophasic of strength 19V=cm and duration 10ms. The evolution of the transmembrane potential pattern is documented in Fig. 7 . High-strength cathodal stimulation takes place at the right side of the slice. The gure documents that at 0:1ms after the onset of the shock a wavefront is elicited in the vicinity of the cathode which propagates predominantly in direction transverse to the bers. The large region of hyperpolarization next the dogbone shaped depolarization on the right obstructs the longitudinal wavefront propagation in the vicinity of the cathode. At the left side of the slice anodal stimulation is observed. A propagating wave occurs at the depolarized region associated with the anode; unable to overcome the large hyperpolarization under the anode, it expands towards the interior of the tissue. This behavior is consistent with the patterns of propagation observed by Roth and Wikswo 49] for unipolar cathodal and anodal stimulation of the myocardium. At 0:3ms the propagating wave near the cathode extends in both longitudinal and transverse directions and begins to surround the hyperpolarized area close to the cathode. Later, the two wavefronts approaching each other from left and right coalesce into a single wavefront that propagates outwardly and slowly invades the remaining internal hyperpolarization \island " on the right.
In a second study, we administered a uniform-eld de brillation shock to a tissue slice with curved bers in an attempt to explore the evolution of the wavefronts associated with the passive polarization as shown in Fig.3 . Two wavefronts were elicited by the shock (not shown here). One propagated from around the line-source cathode while the other was elicited from the \kidney-shaped" depolarized region at a distance from the cathode (refer to Fig.3) . The two wavefronts collided forming a single wave that propagated slowly into the surrounding hyperpolarized regions.
These two examples of active tissue response to the de brillation shock clearly demonstrate the importance of the virtual electrode regions to the patterns of propagation following the shock. Overall, the role of myocardial architecture in the electrical events associated with the delivery of a de brillation shock to tissue in diastole is two-fold. First, tissue structure is one of the factors governing the shape of the virtual electrodes established by the shock. Second, tissue structure determines the subsequent pattern of wave propagation in the myocardium: indirectly, through the persistence in time of the regions of shock-induced hyper-and depolarization, and directly, through faster propagation velocity along the brous network in the tissue.
the key factor in determining the tissue response to the shock.
How to represent brillation in our model of the de brillation process? The simplest representation of a simulated arrhythmic behavior is the single reentrant circuit. We generated a stable reentrant wave in a rectangular (14 5mm) bidomain tissue of unequal anisotropy ratios (Fig.8 ). An S1-S2 stimulation protocol known also as the \pinwheel experiment" 80], or \cross-eld stimulation" 1] was used to elicit the wave. Once again, the membrane kinetics was represented by our modi cation of the BRDR membrane model. By decreasing the value of the time constants of the potassium secondary inward current, we reduced the duration of the solitary action potential (potential in a membrane patch) to about 100ms to mimic the potential duration during ventricular brillation 81]. The period of rotation of the wave was 70:5msec. The smaller duration of a sinlge rotation as compared to the duration of the solitary action potential is consistent with shortenting of the action potential potential for high frequency stimulation. After several revolutions of the reentrant wave, a de brillation shock was delivered via two point-source extracellular electrodes located at the opposite tissue boundaries (to produce results consistent with our understanding of tissue behavior as shown in Figs.1 and 7) . Upon delivery of the shock, the activation front that emanated from the internal anodal depolarization (the depolarization adjacent to the hyperpolarization and at a distance from the anode) invaded the excitable gap (Fig.9) . The activation front formed by the collision of this shock-induced wave with the original reentrant wave and the new excitation near the cathode rendered the tissue slice refractory to the point of being incapable of maintaining the reentrant activation 4 . Thus, the reentrant wave was extinguished by the de brillation shock in a time interval less than a single wave revolution (see the last plot in Fig.9 ). Despite the limitations imposed by the two-dimensional geometry (the tissue boundaries constrain the spiral wave), this result indicates that the internal regions of depolarization (at a distance from the electrodes) could play an important role in cardiac de brillation since they provide means by which the shock a ects regions of myocardium located away from the electrodes.
Concluding Remarks
The goal of this article is to present the reader with an overview of the role of cardiac tissue structure in the de brillation process. The understanding of the interaction between tissue structure and applied electric eld in the shock-induced transmembrane potential changes as outlined here is deduced from analytical considerations and numerous simulation studies ranging from steady-state passive tissue responses through termination of reentrant circuits by the de brillation shock. The paper does not present exhaustive results from any of the various aspects considered, and gives little detail on the simulation techniques employed in the research. Instead, it constructs a picture of an important aspect of the de brillation process { how tissue structure contributes to the pattern of transmembrane potential during and after the shock.
Drawing from passive as well as active tissue responses to the de brillation shock, the present overview reveals that the brous organization of the myocardium participates in establishing initial transmembrane potential changes in the myocardium via various mechanisms. The rst group of mechanisms, termed syncytial, govern the generalized three-dimensional core-conductor response of the tissue to the application of an external eld. It consists of (1) surface polarization under the conditions of a uniform applied eld, which is transmembrane potential excursions that inevitably appear at the surface of the tissue where current traverses the neighboring cell membranes, and (2) polarization in the tissue bulk which is caused by the bers' twisting and turning with respect to the direction of the local de brillation elds. Interestingly enough, polarization in the tissue bulk cannot be created in an anisotropic homogeneous tissue in which the longitudinal and transverse conductivities have the same ratio in the intra-and extracellular domains. The issue of the anisotropy ratios in cardiac tissue has been controversial for a long time due to the fact that measurement of conductivity values in the two domains is very di cult. Nonetheless, although the conductivity values currently used in simulation studies might not be very reliable, many experimental measurements indicate that the anisotropy ratios in the myocardium are unequal. Among these are measurements 51, 68] of the transmembrane potential changes in the myocardium away from the electrodes which, in the context of the present research, would exist only in the presence of unequal anisotropy ratios in the cardiac conductivities. Both the unequal anisotropy ratios and the continuous change in bers' spatial orientation are expressions of the complex brous structure of the myocardium. Further, structural features other that the brous organization of the heart can contribute to shock-induced polarizations. Local inhomogeneities and anastomosis can additionally cause transmembrane potential changes that are superimposed over the syncytial tissue responses. Although very important in the initial phase of the de brillation process, the role of cardiac structure is not, however, limited to the rst few milliseconds of the de brillation process when the virtual electrodes are generated. The regions of depolarization and hyperpolarization are further associated with wavefront generation and block. Overall, we conclude that the tissue-structure-assisted changes in transmembrane potential throughout the myocardium provide means by which the external current a ects regions of myocardium away from the de brillation electrodes.
Apart from the role of cardiac tissue structure in the de brillation process, there are many other questions essential to our knowledge of the mechanisms by which a strong electric shock halts lethal arrhythmias that await answering. Shock-induced refractoriness and superiority of certain biphasic waveforms over monophasic are problems under intense exploration. Issues of optimal catheter placement and particular choices of shock waveforms to minimize de brillation threshold and tissue damage remain crucial to the clinical aspects of de brillation. It is our hope that we will be able to successfully participate in the future exploration of these aspects of the de brillation process. 
